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The editors and chapter authors owe debts of gratitude to the delegates who attended the SOLON “Criminal Conversations” conference in February 2002, out of which this volume has evolved. The contributions made to the thinking that resulted in this collection by speakers and delegates to that conference whose work is not included in this collection have been significant. Throughout, Professor Michael Gunn has encouraged and supported SOLON, and this enterprise. We owe him much. We are grateful, also, to Heather Lee Miller of The Ohio State University Press for her interest, kindness, and support—practical and intellectual—as we have developed and finalized this project from our initial meeting in Chicago. She patiently answered questions both substantial and silly before dashing off on maternity leave!

Thanks are due also to the British Newspaper Library at Colindale: without the help and support of the staff there, the SOLON database and much other research into the Victorian press which has been central to this volume would not have been possible. Special mention must also be made of their help in aiding one increasingly frustrated editor in finding pages which could be photographed—thus providing the bulk of illustrations for this volume. Staff at the British Library at St. Pancras have also aided the editors and individual authors. We must also mention the invaluable assistance of the SOLON Project Manager, Paul Baker, who has kept the editors (reasonably) sane, and provided much help (along with Chris Davis of the Nottingham Business School Technicians in the University), especially with the production of the illustrations. Finally, the editors thank the individual chapter authors for their patience and insights and for being willing to indulge in criminal conversation.